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SUMMARY

We assess the reliability of 2D acoustic frequency-domain full-
waveform inversion to image a shallow-water synthetic veloc-
ity model with a gas cloud. The velocity model represents the
subsurface in the Valhall oil&gas field. We assess the sensi-
tivity of FWI to the maximum offset in the acquisition, to the
free-surface effects and to the accuracy of the starting models
that were built by smoothing the true model, by first-arrival
traveltime tomography and by stereotomography.

INTRODUCTION

We present an application of 2D acoustic frequency-domain
full waveform inversion (FWI) to the synthetic Valhall veloc-
ity model. The acquisition describes an Ocean Bottom Cable
(OBC) survey. The velocity model exhibits shallow sea bottom
(70 m) above a relatively structurally-simple medium that con-
tains low P-wave velocity gas layers. The shallow water depth
leads to complex interactions between the primary wavefield
and the free-surface multiples that makes FWI more non lin-
ear, especially when long-offset data are used in the inversion
(Sirgue, 2006). Moreover, building an accurate starting veloc-
ity model for FWI in the low-velocity zone (LVZ) created by
the gas cloud is a difficult issue. We first illustrate how the use
of long-offset data improves the reconstruction of the deep part
and the ends of the targeted area thanks to a broader aperture
illumination. The non linearities introduced by the long offsets
are mitigated by a suitable data preconditioning performed by
hierarchic time damping during each mono-frequency inver-
sion (Brossier et al., 2008). The time damping is implemented
in the frequency domain by mean of complex-valued frequen-
cies (Brenders and Pratt, 2007b). Second, we compare the
FWI models inferred from three different starting models built
by depth-dependent smoothing of the true model, first-arrival
traveltime tomography (FATT) , [e.g.],(Dessa et al., 2004) and
reflection stereotomography (Billette and Lambaré, 1998). FATT
led to a sufficiently-accurate starting model for FWI down to a
maximum depth of 1.5 km roughly corresponding to the top of
the gas cloud but failed to produce an accurate model within
the LVZ created by the gas cloud whatever the maximum off-
set. The stereotomography model is sufficiently accurate for
FWI down to a maximum depth of 2.5 km but clealy lacks ac-
curacy at greater depths due to insufficient long offset coverage
in the acquisition (maximum offset was 9 km for stereotomog-
raphy) (Lambaré and Alerini, 2005). The inverted data were
computed with the forward problem modeling engine imple-
mented in the FWI code. Application of both acoustic and
elastic FWI to elastic data are presented in a companion ab-
stract (Brossier et al., Two-dimensional seismic imaging of the
Valhall model from synthetic OBC data by frequency-domain
elastic full-waveform inversion, submitted in this issue).

FREQUENCY-DOMAIN FULL-WAVEFORM INVERSION

FWI seeks to use the full information content of the recorded
wavefield to build high-resolution models of the subsurface
(Tarantola, 1987). Here, 2D acoustic FWI is implemented
in the frequency domain (Pratt et al., 1998). Pressure wave-
fields are computed using a 2D visco-acoustic isotropic finite-
difference frequency-domain method (Hustedt et al., 2004).
For FWI, the model will be parameterized by the P-wave ve-
locity only. In the frequency domain, multiscale FWI proceeds
hierarchically from the low to the high frequencies to incor-
porate progressively shorter wavelenghts in the model (Sirgue
and Pratt, 2004). A second level of data preconditioning can
be introduced by limiting the inversion to a subset of arrivals
(e.g., Sears et al. (2008)). Such data preconditioning can be ap-
plied in the frequency domain by mean of complex frequencies
(ω + i/τ), which is equivalent to damp seismograms in time by
exp−

1
τ
(t−t0) (Sirgue, 2003; Brenders and Pratt, 2007a). τ and t0

control the strength and the timing of the damping respectively.
In the following, we shall use t0=0s. Applying time damping
from the first-arrival time can be viewed as a heuristic way to
select aperture angles in the data. Aperture angle is the second
parameter in addition to frequency which controls the spatial
resolution of FWI (Sirgue and Pratt, 2004). In our algorithm,
varying time damping is implemented within a loop over τ

embedded in the outer loop over frequencies (Brossier et al.,
2008). The τ parameter is progressively increased such that the
inversion successively proceeds from the early arrivals to the
later arrivals during the iterations of each frequency inversion.
Other weightings and regularizations consist of data weighting
with offset, Gaussian smoothing of the gradient of the objec-
tive function and gradient scaling by the diagonal terms of the
Hessian (Sourbier et al., 2009a,b).

APPLICATION TO THE VALHALL MODEL

Valhall is on the central zone of a triassic grabben, which un-
derwent a compressive regime during the upper Creteceous,
leading to the Lindesnes ridge (Figure 1). The ridge is over-
lain by a chalk layer, which traps the harnessed oil. Oil orig-
inally comes from underlying jurassic layers but migrated up-
ward through numerous fractures. Another extension phase
happened during the tertiary age, leading to a massive sedi-
mentary deposit, within which are trapped several gas layers.

Impact of long offsets and free surface effects in FWI
We first assessed the impact of the long offsets and the free
surface on FWI. Nine frequencies between 2 Hz and 15 Hz
were successively inverted using fifty iterations per frequency.
For all the tests, neither data weighting with offset nor gradi-
ent smoothing were applied. The source wavelet is assumed to
be known. Both sources and receivers are deployed all along
the model. The sources are at a depth of 6 m while the re-
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Figure 1: Synthetic Valhall velocity model

ceivers are on the sea bottom. The spacing between sources
and between receivers is 50 m. The initial model was built by
Gaussian smoothing of the true model with vertical and hori-
zontal correlation lengths of 500 m. An absorbing boundary
condition is first implemented on top of the models to com-
pute the inverted and the modeled synthetic data, and no data
damping was applied. To assess the effects of long offsets on
FWI, we compare FWI models when the maximum offset is
16 km and 32 km (in the later case, the model of Figure 1
was augmented by 8 km on the left and right sides). The fi-
nal FWI model for the 32-km acquisition closely matches the
true one (Figure 2(a)). Comparison between logs of the final
FWI models inferred from the 16-km and 32-km acquisitions
shows how the long offsets help to reconstruct the deep part
and the ends of the target thanks to a broader aperture illumi-
nation (Figure 2(b-c)).
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Figure 2: a) Final FWI model for a 32-km acquisition length.
The target is between 0 km and 16 km of distance. (b-c) Com-
parison between logs of FWI models inferred from the 32-km
(green lines) and 16-km (blue lines) acquisitions. The logs of
the true and of the starting models are plotted in red and gray
respectively. b) x=1.25 km. c) x=8 km.

Second, we applied FWI when free-surface boundary condi-
tion is implemented on top of the model to compute the in-
verted and modeled synthetic data. The final FWI model for

the 32-km acquisition exhibits some artifacts caused by the
non linearities introduced by the free-surface effects when long-
offset wave propagations are considered (Figure 3). Then, we
applied FWI to damped data using successively τ =0.5, 1, 3
and 6 s during each mono- frequency inversion (Figure 4a).
Fifteen iterations were performed for each damping leading to
60 iterations per frequency inversion. The artifacts were mit-
igated when longer offsets and shorter apertures are progres-
sively introduced in FWI as time damping decreases. Another
application of hierarchical time damping for imaging complex
onshore structures by joint inversion of body waves and sur-
face waves was presented in Brossier et al. (2008).
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Figure 3: FWI model when a free surface is implemented on
top of the model. The maximum offset is 32 km.

To verify that the artifacts were generated by long offsets, we
applied FWI for the 16-km acquisition when free surface ef-
fects are considered and no data damping is applied. Unlike
for the 32-km acquisition, the final FWI model does not ex-
hibit artifacts but remains less accurate in the deep part and
near the ends of the target (compare Figures 4a and 4b).
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Figure 4: FWI models when a free surface is implemented on
top of the model a) Maximum offset is 32 km. Only the 16-
km-long targeted zone is shown. Four damping were used τ

=0.5, 1, 3 and 6 s. b) Maximum offset is 16 km. No data
damping was used.

Influence of the initial velocity models
We assessed the accuracy of different starting models for FWI.
Seven frequencies ranging from 4 to 15 Hz were inverted. Free
surface is implemented on top of the model. The source wavelet
is estimated during the inversion (Pratt, 1999). The acquisition
geometry is the same as for the previous tests with a maximum
source-receiver offset of 16 km.
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The initial velocity models
The first velocity model was built by smoothing the true model
with a constant horizontal correlation length of 500 m. The
vertical correlation length varied beween 25 m and 1000 m
from top to bottom. This smoothing roughly mimics the ex-
pected resolution of a velocity model built by FATT. The sec-
ond initial model was built by FATT for different acquisition
lengths (16, 32 and 64 km). Indeed, the maximum offset strongly
controls the ray coverage of the subsurface (Figure 5)(a-c).
The model to be reconstructed by FATT is a smoothed ver-
sion of the true model. First-arrival traveltimes to be inverted
were computed with an eikonal solver. The initial model for
FATT is a velocity gradient model. Velocity logs extracted
from the final FATT models are shown in Figures 5(d-e) for
the 3 acquisitions. FATT provided an accurate reconstruction
down to 1.5 km depth which roughly corresponds to the top of
the gas cloud. Below, minor differences are seen between the
3 FATT models, except at depths greater than 6.5 km where
the 64-km acquisition provided the correct velocity. FATT
failed to accurately position in depth the high-velocity layer
at 3-km depth (Figures 5(e)). This failure highlights the lim-
its of FATT when sharp LVZs affect the subsurface. The third
starting model for FWI was built by PP-PS stereo-tomography
(Lambaré and Alerini, 2005). The stereotomography was ap-
plied for an OBC acquisition with a maximum offset of 9 km
in the middle of the profile. This maximum offset decreases
as the common mid point moves away from the center of the
profile. Only the reflected events were picked during stereoto-
mography. The velocity models built with the 3 abovemen-
tioned approaches are shown in Figure 6. Comparison of logs
extracted from the three velocity models suggests that FATT
provides the most accurate model down to the top of the gas
cloud while the stereotomography provides the most accurate
reconstruction of the gas cloud down to a maximum depth of
3 km (Figure 7).

Results of FWI
The final FWI velocity models inferred from the three starting
models of Figures 6 are shown in Figure 8. Two FWI veloc-
ity models inferred from the same FATT starting model are
shown in Figures 8(a-b). In the first test, no data damping was
applied during FWI (with 40 iterations per frequency) on con-
trary to the second case (with 20 iterations per damping param-
eter). The data damping improved again the FWI model signif-
icantly. The same data damping was subsequently used when
the stereotomography and the smoothed models were used as
starting models (Figures 8(c-d)). Velocity logs extracted from
the FWI models of Figures 8(b-d) are shown in Figure 9 at hor-
izontal distances of 4 km and 8 km. The three starting models
led to accurate FWI models down to the top of the gas cloud
at 1.5 km depth. The stereotomography starting model led to
the best reconstruction in the gas cloud down to 2.5-km depth
in the middle of the model (Figure 9b) but the reconstruction
is degraded as we move from the center of the model because
of insufficient long-offset coverage used during stereotomog-
raphy (Figure 9a). Within the gas cloud, the worst FWI model
was inferred from the FATT starting model (Figure 9b). The
comparative accuracy of the FWI reconstructions simply tra-
duces the footprint of the three starting models in the gas cloud

Figure 5: (a-c) First-arrival ray coverage in the smoothed Val-
hall velocity model for an acquisition length of 16 km (a), 32
km (b), 64 km (c). The ray coverage of the gas cloud and of the
deep part of the model is improved from a) to c). (d-e) Logs
extracted from the FATT models, in the middle of the model
(d) and 6 km from the middle on the left (e).
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Figure 6: Initial models for FWI. a) Smoothed version of the
true model, b) FATT model and c) Stereotomography model.
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Figure 7: Logs of the FWI initial models built by smoothing of
true model (gray), by FATT (green) and by stereotomography
(blue). The true logs are in red. a) x=4 km. b) x=8km.

whose accuracies can be compared in Figure 7b. The fact that
the most accurate velocity model was obtained from reflection
traveltime tomography rather than from diving wave traveltime
tomography in the LVZ associated with the gas cloud was ex-
pected. The FATT model led to reasonable FWI reconstruction
below the gas cloud which illustrates the potential contribution
of the long offsets to build the deep part of the model.
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Figure 8: FWI models obtained with the initial model by FATT
without data preconditioning (a), by FATT with data precondi-
tioning (b), by Gaussian smoothing of the true model (c), and
by stereotomography (d).
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Figure 9: Logs extracted at 4 km (a) and 8 km (b) from the
true model (red) and from the final FWI models using initial
models built by Gaussian smoothing of the true model (gray),
FATT (green) and stereotomography (blue).

CONCLUSION

We illustrate how the non linearities introduced by long-offset
acquisition can be managed during frequency-domain FWI by
introducing two nested hierarchical levels in the multiscale re-
construction. The first classical level consists of successive
inversions of increasing frequencies. The second level pro-
ceeds from the inversion of the early arrivals to that of the
later arriving phases. We apply this inversion strategy to the
Valhall synthetic velocity model using three different starting
models. Velocity models developed by reflection stereotomog-
raphy leads to more accurate FWI models than FATT where
LVZs are present in the structure. The potential benefit of
long offset data in terms of aperture illumination to recon-
struct the deep part of the model below the gas cloud was
illustrated. Low-fold node acquisition may be the most suit-
able long-offset acquisition to build accurate starting model
for FWI. Future works will concern assessment of refraction
and reflection stereotomography and semi-global first-arrival
traveltime tomography (Improta et al., 2002) as possible tools
to build reliable FWI initial models from long-offset data.
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